B. Reading

Read and imagine

You are going to read an extract from a novel called Teacher Man by Frank McCourt.
Take your time. Imagine you are a student in Mr McCourt’s class. How would you feel?

Teacher Man by Frank McCourt
All right, the bell has rung. Once again you are mine. Open your books. Turn to this poem, "My Papa's
Waltz," by Theodore Roethke. If you don't have a book, look over someone's shoulder. No one in this class will
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begrudge you an over-the-shoulder look. Stanley, would you read the poem aloud? Thanks.
My Papa's Waltz, by Theodore Roethke
The whiskey on your breath
Could make a small boy dizzy;
But I hung on like death:
Such waltzing was not easy.
We romped until the pans
Slid from the kitchen shelf;
My mother's countenance
Could not unfrown itself.
The hand that held my wrist
Was battered on one knuckle;
At every step you missed
My right ear scraped a buckle.
You beat time on my head
With a palm caked by dirt
Then waltzed me off to bed
Still clinging to your shirt.
Thanks again, Stanley. Take a few minutes to look over the poem again. Let it sink in. So, when you
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read the poem, what happened?
What do you mean what happened?
You read the poem. Something happened, something moved in your head, in your body, in your
lunch box. Or nothing happened. You're not required to respond to every stimulus in the universe. You're not
weather vanes.
Mr McCourt, what are you talking about?
I'm saying you don't have to respond to everything a teacher or anyone else sets before you.
They look dubious. Oh, yeah. Tell that to some of the teachers around here. They take everything
personally.
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Mr. McCourt, do you want us to talk about what the poem means?
3

I'd like you to talk about whatever you'd like to talk about in the general neighbourhood of this poem.
Bring in your grandmother if you like. Don't worry about the "real" meaning of the poem. Even the poet won't
know that. When you read it something happened, or nothing happened. Would you raise your hand if nothing
happened? All right, no hands. So, something happened in your head or your heart or your bowels. You're a
writer. What happens when you hear music? Chamber music? Rock? You see a couple arguing on the street.
You look at a child rebelling against his mother. You see a homeless man begging. You see a politician giving
a speech. You ask someone to go out with you. You observe the response of the other person. Because you are 37
a writer, you ask yourself always always always, What's happening, baby? Well, like this poem is about a father
dancing with his kid and it's not pleasant because the father is drunk and insensitive.
Brad?
If it's not pleasant, why does he hang on like death?
Monica?
There's a lot going on here. The kid is dragged around the kitchen. He could be a rag doll for all the papa
cares.
Brad again?
There's a giveaway word here, romped. That's a happy word, right? I mean he could've said danced or
something ordinary, but he says romped and, like you're always telling us, a word can change the atmosphere 48
of a sentence or a paragraph. So, romped creates a happy atmosphere.
Jonathan?
What's going on in this poem is very simple. This guy has a hard job, a coal miner or something. Comes
home with a battered knuckle, hands caked with dirt. The wife sits over there mad as hell but she's used to it.
She knows it's going to happen once a week when he gets paid. Like your dad. Right, Mr McCourt? The kid
loves his father because you're always drawn to the crazy one. Doesn't matter that the mother keeps the house
going. Kid takes that for granted. So when the dad comes home, oh, he's all charged up from the drink and gets
the kid all excited.
What happens when the poem finishes? David?
The dad waltzes him off to bed. The mom puts the pans back on the kitchen shelf. Next day is Sunday and the dad gets
up feeling lousy. The mom makes breakfast but won't talk to anyone and the kid is caught between. He's only about nine
because he's only tall enough to scrape his ear on the buckle. The mother would like to walk out and get a divorce because 59
she's sick of the drinking and the busy life but she can't because she's stuck in the middle of West Virginia and there's no
escape when you don't have money.
Jonathan?
You can tell me I’m out of order, Mr McCourt, but did your father ever dance you round the kitchen?
He never danced us round the kitchen but he got us out of bed late at night and made us sing patriotic Irish songs
and promise to die for Ireland.
Yeah I figured the poem had something to do with your childhood.
That’s partly true, but I asked you to read this because it captures a moment, a mood, and there might be, forgive
me for this, there might be a deeper meaning. Some of you want the worth of your money.
What about the mother? Sheila?
What I like about the poem is, there it is, a simple story. Or, no. Wait a minute. It isn't that simple. There's a lot
going on, and there's a before and after. If you were to make a movie of this poem you'd have a hard job directing it.

Would you have the kid in the opening scene where mother and the kid are waiting for the father? Or would you just 71
show the opening lines where the kid is wincing over the whiskey? How would you tell the kid to hang on? Reaching

up to hang on the shirt? How would you get the mother's countenance without making her look mean? You'd
have to decide what kind of guy this dad is when he's sober because if he's like this all the time you wouldn't
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even want to make a movie about him. What I don't like is how he beats time on the kid's head with a dirty
hand, which, of course, is proof he works hard.
Ann?
I dunno. There's a lot in here after you talk about it. Why can't we just leave it alone? Just take the story and
feel sorry for the kid and the mother with her countenance and, maybe, the dad, and not analyse it to death.

Role Play
a. Work with a partner.

Student A:
You are a student in the class you have just read about.
The class has finished and you're having a coffee with a
friend from another class. Tell them about your class.
(Think about your ideas from Read and Imagine .)

Student B:
You are Student A's friend. You've heard about
Student A's teacher, Mr McCourt, but you don't have
him for any classes. Some people love him, some
people hate him. Find out as much as possible about
Student A's class and what they thought about it.

When you have finished, swap roles and repeat this activity.
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b. With your partner, decide what the three best things and the three worst things about being in Mr

McCourt’s class would be. Write them below.

The 3 worst things

The 3 best things
1. ___________________________________

1.__________________________________

2.___________________________________

2.__________________________________

3.___________________________________

3.__________________________________

c.

You are going to share your response to activity b. with the rest of your class.
Make sure you give a reason for each of your decisions.
Do you agree with your classmates’ decisions? Why/why not?

Create
Choose one of the following activities to do:
b.

a.

Write a letter to Mr McCourt.
Imagine you are a student in his class and it
is the end of the school year. Tell him what
you thought of his classes.

Write down, or discuss with a partner, your
answers to the questions that Mr McCourt asks
his students in this extract.

c.

One of the students in this extract, Sheila, says that it would be
difficult to make a movie of the poem My Papa's Waltz. She goes
on to list some of the questions a film maker would have to ask
and answer. (lines 67-74)
Work with a partner or in a group and decide how you would
make a film out of a) My Papa's Waltz and b) The extract.

Share
When you have finished, present your work to the rest of your class.
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Language 1
i. Narrative style
Work through these questions by yourself or with a partner:
a. Below is an extract from the text (lines 21-23 ) . It has been
rewritten in a more conventional narrative style. What differences do you notice between this
extract and the original text?
Mr McCourt thanked Stanley for reading the poem and asked the class to take a few minutes to look
over the poem again in order to let it sink in. Then he asked them, “So, when you read the poem, what
happened?” The students looked confused. “What do you mean ‘what happened’?” one of them asked.

b. Do you like Mr McCourt’s style of writing? Why/why not?
Which do you find easier, the style in the original text or the style in the rewritten extract above?
Why?
c. Choose another paragraph from the original text and rewrite it
in the same style as the extract in a.
d.Work with a partner. Tell your partner what changes you made
to your paragraph. Find out what changes your partner made to their paragraph. How similar were
the changes you made?
You can use this space to write down any answers
or notes, as you wish.
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Articles
1.

Work through these questions by yourself or with a partner:

a.

Later in this story, Frank McCourt asks this question:
"What is education anyway?"
Here is another question about education:
“What was the education you received like?”
What type of noun is “education”?
Can you see any difference in the way it is used in each of those questions?

b.

Look at the nouns in the box below.
Underline all those that are abstract.

c.

•

information

•

classroom

•

qualification

•

betrayal

•

happiness

•

•

•

bully

•

computer

history

teacher

•

library

•

jealousy

•

ignorance

Read through sentences i.- v. below.
Some of the sentences need “the” to be correct. If you think “the” is needed, write it in the gap
provided, if you think “the” is not needed, write “x” in the gap.
e.g. Everyone knows that __x___ love is all you need.
i.

I think _____ information you gave me is incorrect.

ii.

I have found that____ happiness is being content with what you have.

iii. It’s frightening to realise that ____history is about to repeat itself.
iv.

The books show that ____history of mankind is full of war and violence.

v.

It is often said that _____ignorance is bliss.
--> Language Reference 2 p11

You can use this space to write down any
answers or notes, as you wish.
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Respond
First, read McCourt’s views on education.
(McCourt says this bit later on in the book than the text on pg 3-4..)

What is education anyway? What are we doing in this school? You can say you’re trying to graduate so that you
can go to college and prepare for a career. But, fellow students, it’s more than that. I’ve had to ask myself what the

hell I’m doing in the classroom. I’ve worked out an equation for myself. On the left side of the blackboard I print a
capital F, on the right side another capital F. I draw an arrow from left to right, from FEAR to FREEDOM.

I don’t think anyone achieves complete freedom, but what I am trying to do with you is drive fear into a corner.

Then discuss the following questions:

a.

How far do you agree with McCourt’s views? Why? (Think back to your answers
to Speaking: Discuss, activity c.)

b.

Do you think education can lead to freedom? Why/why not?

c.

What do you think McCourt means by “fear”? Have you ever been scared in
school? Why? Tell your partner the story of what happened.

d.

Answer this question again: What does education mean to you?

Review
Think about your answers to the questions below.
Next, discuss them with a partner.
a. What activities have you done so far in this unit?
b. What have you learnt from doing them?
c. What have you found useful?
d. What have you talked about so far during this unit?
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I have learnt...

